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Winter Dawning
by Lisa VanDerMeulen
My breath came in icy puffs,

The thunder of brakes echoed
as the front bumper

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

a streetlight illumination,
waiting for the school bus
on that busy, three lane road.
A German shepherd came out of
the woods, on the other side,
dirty, as if running from the Dust
Bowl,
as skeletal too;
No rain parched roof for shelter.
My friendly holler attracted his
attention;
With ears perked up, he trotted
into the road;
A slobbery tongue hung out of his
mouth,

crushed the German
shepherd’s gritty side.
Within seconds, the dog picked
up his hollow, and now,
broken body, and limped
across two more lanes;
Cars stopped in their tracks
as if a little, old man hobbled
there
with a cane, out for a morning
walk.
The German shepherd lay
down near me,
whimpering in pain, the pain
that was eating his being.
I reached out a hand to smooth
his dusty fur,

H1N1 Vaccine Clinic
It is required by the Center for Disease Control that
the H1N1 vaccine be given to those in the priority
groups. They have identified these groups as follows:
=> Pregnant women
=> Health care and emergency medical personnel
=> Anyone aged 6 months to 24 years old
=> People who live with or care for infants 6 months
of age and younger
=> Anyone 25-64 years of age with certain chronic
medical conditions or weakened immune
systems
As more vaccines become available the following
groups should also be vaccinated: healthy 25-64 year
olds, adults 65 years and older. As updates become
available they will be posted to the following Web
pages: gvsu.edu/housing, gvsu.edu/campushealth

saliva muddying black-brown fur.
Under the beam of light

but he slid further into the
shadows.

that car hit like a storm;

He needed help soon
when the striking yellow bus
pulled up.

Cover design

Looking around one last time
for him, I saw that he was
gone,
swallowed by the darkness.
And I, I climbed up the three
bus steps and went to school.

Vonnegut
by Nicola Fester

K

H1N1 Vaccine Clinic
GVSU Campus
Health Center
Wednesday, December 2,
2009, 5pm-9pm
=> Injections and Mist
available
=> Cost is free
=> Vaccines are given on
a walk-in basis
=> Vaccines are given
only to those in the
priority groups
determined by the
CDC (listed above)
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Red
by Kelly Boston
I lay back in the long grass, feeling the

Monday, November 30, 2009

Something about sexual harassment.

honey,” he said and shut the door. I heard

big picture window that I used to stand

He lost his job. We didn’t play basketball

the front door slam, and his car start. I

at with my mom, naming the different

anymore. In the months that followed,

was left alone and numb with my mother’s

kinds of birds in the yard. Black capped

I heard a lot of unfamiliar words that I

sobs echoing through the house.

Chickadee. Ruby-throated Hummingbird.

sharp blades digging into my back. My dad

didn’t understand and didn’t want to.

had never let the grass become this unruly;

Words like “bi polar disorder.” Whenever

by and watched our demise, a bystander

a vacant expression. Dark and empty.

he was meticulous with his mowing. I was

it was mentioned everyone seemed angry,

who didn’t offer help. It was just a stupid

Innocent. I knew better.

glad it was long now, because I didn’t want

and tension filled the small house. 1 didn’t

house and didn’t do anything except hold

to be seen. I sighed. This yard, this house

want to learn what it meant. I would just

us together as we fell apart.

would soon be torn down, ripped apart.

quietly excuse myself and wander down to

The river flowing in front of me would

the river, roll up my jeans and wade into

river still hurrying past. It didn’t care

all over the glass. It slid down, leaving a

soon run by some plastic shopping mall

the cool water, catching frogs and making

either. Uprooting fistfuls of grass, I

trail of crimson. I pummeled the house

instead. I sat up, remembering everything

up adventure stories until it was time to go

grabbed it by the handful, throttling it,

with tomatoes, punishing it for all of

I could about this place. As I watched

inside, until the talking was over.

throwing it up in the air. I screamed at

the wrongs that it had concealed, all of

the top of my lungs, just screamed and

the times that it had never helped. And

the murky water of the river churn by,
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I remember my mother’s eyes red and

That indifferent little house. It stood

Now, I lay there in the grass, the

There were no birds now. The house had

I grabbed the first tomato and hurled
it as hard as I could. It struck the window
with a thud, splattering its rotten insides

memories dredged themselves from along

wet, crying down by the water, the smoke

screamed, louder and louder. Gasping

now all was lost. When it was all over, I

the bottom of my mind, swirling to the

of her cigarette slithering up toward her

for air, I stumbled, pulling myself to me

slumped into the grass, breathing heavily.

surface.

face. She was crying because my father had

feet. I ran to the garden, to the fallen

My hands were sticky with pulp, seeds

yelled at her for chopping up the tomatoes

tomatoes. I picked one, and then five, and

lodged under my fingernails. I looked

starting first grade, and rambunctious

for dinner, instead of slicing them the

then I had so many I carried them in my

back at the house. It stared back at me

as all hell. I remember running back and

way he liked. I didn’t understand why it

shirt, not caring about stains. I took my

unblinkingly, red pulp dripping down,

forth from the house to the moving truck,

mattered, why he had knocked over his

ammunition and turned to the house. It

from the windowsill.

stirring up clouds of dust in the gravel

chair because of a vegetable, why bi polar

was empty. I could see in through the

driveway. The house was fresh and new

disorder. None of us did until it was too

then, welcoming us. My dad put up a

late.

The day we moved in I was six. Just

basketball hoop. When he would get home

I was ten. I remember leaning against

from work, we would play horse and pig

the bathroom wall, the cold linoleum

for hours, until the sun set on the river

apathetic beneath me, trying to keep

and it was time to go inside.

my tears a secret as I heard my parents

I was eight. My mom was in the garden,

screaming at each other in the next room.

on her knees, planting and weeding.

I held my legs and rocked back and forth as

She would hum happily to herself, with

my mother called herself horrible names.

her hair piled on top of her head and

“Is this what you want? Hit me!” she

her gardening gloves busy in the dark

shouted.

soil. She was beautiful. It seemed like

I heard loud thumping sounds and

she was humming to the tomatoes and

then silence, trembling there on the hard,

strawberries, encouraging them to grow.

unforgiving floor. I heard my father say

She gave me my own watering can, pink

“Oh my god.” My heart wrenched, trying

plastic with flowers etched on it. I followed

to imagine the possibilities of what had

her, nourishing the plants and humming

just happened on the other side of the

along with her. Now, I was fifteen. The

wall that stood aloof between us. A door

garden was overgrown, choked with long

banged shut and there were footsteps.

grass and weeds infiltrating my mother’s

I cringed as he opened the bathroom

once beloved plants. The tomatoes lay

door, and a sliver of light fell across the

rotting, a bruised and bloody red, as if

floor, pointing at me sitting there in the

they had been attacked. No one was there

shadows, hugging myself. He ran his hand

to protect them anymore.

through his hair. His expression was of

When I was nine, my father came home
one day with a dangerous look in his eye.

disbelief, shock, and anger all at once.
“I- I’m really sorry you had to hear that,
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ESTABLISHED IK CHARLESTON, IL
IN 1943 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

JOR^.
v

Flattery

I ■ m;i

by Jessica DeWent

*43®

Unwinding,
Velveteen petals hemorrhage from
pressed lips
Into the air.

et

Real applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

”PUM$LIM$F"
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

#2 BIG JOHN*'
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yummy mayo, lettuce, and tomato

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*’
Fresh housemade tuna, mtied with celery, omens,
and out tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts,
cucumber, lettuce, and tomato (My tuna rocks!) v

SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM

I
2
3
A
5
6

Kami cheese
Roast Reef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*'

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced /-grain bread or my famous
homemade french bread!

«7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB
A full 1/4 pound ol real applewood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, lomate. & real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB*'
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*
Real genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese aH topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo, and our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(You hav ta order hot peppers, just ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*
A full 1/4 pound of fresh sliced medium rare
roast beel. provolone. lettuce.inmate. & Maya.

Fresh sliced turkey breast, topped with lettuce,
tomato, alfalfa sprouts, and mayo (The original)

*5 VITO*'
The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. omen, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Not peppers by request)

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato, and mayo!
(A very traditional yet always eiceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* ®

#6 VEGETARIAN
layers of provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts sliced cucumber
lettuce, tomato, and mayo. (Truly a gourmet subnet
for vegetarians only ..... r.. peace dude!)

BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery
charge of 45c per item w-teo.

J.J.B.L.T.*

Pretty little thing. It swallows me for
a while.

Bacon lettuce tomato. & mayo
(The only better 111 is mama s ALT)

* 4JIMMYJOHNS.COM * *

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado,
spread, sliced cucumber, sprouts, lettuce, tomato, and
mayo! (It s the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
(Try it on my 7 grain whole wheat broad. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*
★ SIDES ★
* S.daPtp..........................

tl.ll/SI.S)

* Eiant cbocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie... $1.50
* Real potato chips or jumbo kosher diil pickle.... $0 99
*

[xtra load of meal...................

$1.75

* Fitra cheese or eitra avocado spread.—!... $0 70
* Hot Peppers........

A month later I open it to see,
A rotting pile of broken letters.

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

#t PEPE*

The stem shoots down your throat
Stitches roots through your insides—
The blood-carrying
Vein-sewn flesh.

MEANS SO LET'S STICK WITH TASTV!

Cnt?RLD
s SANDV/1c"
GREATt^ s
^RM

8" SUB SANDWICHES

Breathing pollen in clouds in the air.
From wind sharpening in the
shadows between those
Headstones of enamel,
White little rows,
The last echoes of all the pretty words
you’ve said
Engraved on their sides,
Ghosts haunting gums.

MV MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET
SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT

_AS.39

All of my tasty sub sandwiches are a lull • inches of
homemade French bread. Iresh veggies and the finest
meats A cheese I can buy! And if it matters to you.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where you can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

And from your mouth it blooms
before me,
Red lids fling open,
Shutters pressed out after the storm
To gulp the downy light of that
yellow,
That dilated circle.

Hold still a second, I tell you.
You hold still, the stem pinched
between my fingernails.
I cup the severed blossom in my
palms, hold it up to the light, pet it
against my cheek,
Place it on thin pieces of wax paper
In the center of a dictionary.

ww

OK. SO MV SUBS REALIV AGEN T GOURMET AND
WE RE NOT FRENCH EITHER MV SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THATS ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JtMMV JOHN* TASTV SANDWICHES. BUT

$0.20

FREEBIES

(SUBS

f.

CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettuce, alfalfa sprouts, tomato mayo, sliced
cucumber. Diyon mustard, oil & vinegar, and oregano,

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN'
This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy John $ brother Huey. It's huge;
enough to feed the hungriest of all
humans' Tons of genpa salami sliced
smoked ham. capicola. roast beef,
turkey & provolone. jammed into
one of our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions, mayo,
lettuce, tomato & our homemade
Italian dressing

Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo
An American classic, certainly not invented by J.J. but
definitely tweaked and fine-tuned te perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
the same as our R3 Totally Tuna except this one has
a lot more, fresh housemade tuna salad, provolone
sprouts cucumber, lettuce. A tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato.
A mayo. (JJ’s original turkey A bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER"
Real applewbod smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato A mayo, what could be better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

ALLENDALE

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN

616.892.2

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!
ISIS 2002 2403 2104 2007 2011 JIMMT JOHN S FRAWCMISC UC

111 RIGHTS *[SIIVCO »« Itttfv* Tie lijl! T* Mike In) Men* Cha«(t!
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remember the laughter
by Denita Banks
there are things that i wont forget,
can’t forget the mornings spent plucking
the misfit hairs off of your chest because
they were thicker, more coarse than the others or
the night where you said that it was 900 degrees
in that bedroom at 2 am, the one giant salty bead
|

of sweat fell from your brow and into my eye
causing me to cry out laughing
until you rolled over and covered me with that arm,
the arm that held me down into your bed
of crimson and gold and we both laughed like when
we laughed at the actors that were on the stage
Friday night as their characters bloomed before us,
and i laughed in that same way when you’d speak,
over enunciating the oooo in shoot
and how you’ve started saying ‘rude’ all the time like me,
and when i spoke of disappearing you called me silly
yet i still laughed because i knew it all, i know it all,

Untitled
by Brandon Stickel

know it all couldn’t have lasted but the small face of hope
sat behind us in your car and smiled at me with my rose
colored glasses, i know because i saw his face in the rearview mirror
but maybe you weren’t watching because we were laughing,
laughing at the woman on the radio talking about the Jonas brothers
and how could she be so immature—
maybe i was the immature one—
but we didn’t know, i didn’t know
so i laughed but now you’re sighing as you pack up to leave
me behind, you take my laughter with you and maybe
you'll share it with the new woman in Florida,
and you will make new memories and new laughter
and i am not opposed or angry, but hopeful
because i’ll still remember and i’ll still laugh but with
a different tone, a different arm and a different voice,
a different me.
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I Imagine
Barbed Wire

by Andrea Blanchard

by Patrick Sundt

|

She isn’t really smiling
by Ben Kleyn

Imagine if I took your hand and led you
Away from here to a place you’ve never seen.
A place with golden rainbows
And red blue birds.
Imagine if this place had fields of yellow roses
And cloudless skies of lavender and pink.
The wind truly whistles
Your favorite tune
As you sit in the willow by a sapphire pond.
The fish shimmer and glisten
In the glimmering sunlight
And smile with their pouty fish lips.
Imagine a world always in bloom
That smells of tender new petals.
This place with soft purple grasses
Tickling your feet
That seem to dance with the wind.
The chorus of birds complement the
Tinkling tune of the breeze
And the baby animals about you dance
As if you were their sole audience member.
Imagine a place where glee reigned supreme
And sadness and struggle were but
A lost memory of a former life.
Imagine a place with only good news
With only good fortune
With only good futures.
Imagine...just imagine my daughter
A place without words such as sickness
Such as fatal or sorrow or death
A place where these words don’t exist.
If I could take you to this place
Well, just imagine
How happy we both could be.
CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the energy reduction
from last year in the month of
September
_ _ __ «

1642 kwh

Experienced Attorney
3
f'r<mi C TiMipus
www.tla vidk nocstcrplc.com
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fd-nne-tiks
by Nicole Baniukaitis

ara ara ara ara
“Can someone demonstrate
vocalic and consonantal r?”
nevermind the rolling r—that’s
Spanish

Monday, November 30, 2009
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Poetry
Winner

too much to wrap the mouth
around
yet so innate and out they tumble
in a messy torrent
a wave in overreach crashes

“Rat, Runde, Lehrer, bohren”
Can you identify an uvular or
apical trill?

so that many cling to that English
buoy:
“say it again”

What texture each language
offers!
A unique consistency charms the
palate,

and again

But for the mouth to have all?

Listen now, the architecture is
important

Sheer gluttony!

Japan can mason no “L’s”

Direct your eyes to the
spectrogram

and China hasn’t the keystone for
“R’s”

within the wavy indefinite lines is
meaning

to the plight of American sailors,
youtube

What innovation! A picture
makes a sound!

Shows Germany can’t frame “Th’s”

makes a word!
It can be measured.
Mightn’t the innovators, masters
be jealous?

“Time for practice”
Try to comprehend the nuances
once developed and now wrinkled
linguistic fledglings stumble—
stutter
low Germanic rumble
chunky, wholesome, blocky,
almost

“Vhat are you sinking about?”
Quiet room erupts in laughter—
English laughter? Deutsch?

ALLENDALE/GVSU
6185 LK. MICHIGAN DR.

PQ^-6777

07J“U / / /

1 LARGE PIZZA

1 SMALL PIZZA

W/ONE TOPPING

W/ ONE TOPPING
&200Z PEPSI

$7.99

Does laughter even have a
language?

FREE DELIVERY

No strange symbols to represent

ADD A HOWIE BREAD FOR ONLY $1.99
OR A 3 CHEESE BREAD FOR $3.99

$5.99
FREE DELIVERY

The throaty harharhars
Or dainty hehehes

EXPIRES 12/05/W TAX EXTRA-CVSU CAMPUS ONLY

EXPIRES 12/(»/0*TAX EXTRA-CVSU CAMPUS ONLY

And normal hahahahas
No constructed system
No method to dissect a laugh
But oh what a scaffold they have
built
To support the spoken word.

FREE FLAVORED CRUST ON EVERY PIZZA:
BUTTER-BUTTERED CHEESE-CAJUN-GARLIC-ONIONRANCH-SESAME SEED AND ORIGINAL

O
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Alone she sits on the bench
gazing past the dying maple tree
The breeze taunts her short, brown hair
Her olive eyes slowly flicker
as her nostrils crinkle like the leaves
My smoke has finally reached her
I light another
My addiction remains
She turns slightly toward me
I nod a smile
She returns it weakly
A flash of lights approaches
and she suddenly rises
gracefully moving up the steps
From her window I now see her hand
I wave back through my shield of smoke
Goodbye my dear
If only time could heal our shattered hearts

#11

ted at the 48th

• 189 two- and four-bed room mwnh/jro#*: and amrfmMtjt

^03073

Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one persbh
Eight floor plans; harder tree dfos and smgie-siaH. attached garages available
Outdoor sport coo rt and beach volleybah areas
Oub bowse and community room
/ Stop in today to seo us at our on-site leasing office
(f\ or visit us on line at www.meadowscrossing.net!
Y*

t
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Anthropology of the SO Bus
by Kiera Wilson
Let’s breathe recycled air thanks for bathing in your
cotton candy perfume
Soaking the girl sitting beside
me. The jock walks by Everyone
Chokes on thick cologne,
masking gym sweat

Targus backpack - his pretty
brown eyes save him from my
annoyed glare

Let’s pack ourselves, tighter
than sardines

How about we not,
Look at each other - while
our personal space is violated
Well beyond American
sensibilities.

Try not to ignore - Ugg bootsNorthface-high pony tail-girl
She talks way too loudly on
her pink Motorola to anyone,
And everyone about her
boyfriend. Overanalyzing his
every text
This obnoxious guy - decides
to Doritos from his slate gray

Monday, November BO, 2009
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Shipwrecked
by Marlena Stevenson

Let’s all lean and sway to
iPods and - as the driver
Makes wide turns onto Lake
Michigan Drive

For those of us sitting down...
try not to stare at the guy’s
crotch
Standing in front of you.
I decide to look at his knees
instead.

Texas Always Wins Miss
America
by Kiera Wilson
Beauty is only skin deep, but
Paris Hilton is to the bone.
Beauty is only skin deep, but
ugly penetrates the marrow.

U

CoHagen needles diminish fine
lines and wrinkles
Because your mother
Wants to look like her
daughter.

B1

Cigarettes for the sake of cool
Means at forty, Julia Roberts
sounds like Johnny Depp.

'£i

I

rw

i

Thurs
- o ,V. Mi

00
00
0

9 30pm

10
9

30pm hi

00pm

They fire the 26-year-old model
for being 26 - welcome to the
Real World
America’s Next Top Model
Reject.
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Sweet Tea
by Dawn Heerspink
The tree that
stood in front of
Lin’s Chinese
restaurant had
been there as long
as the people who
passed by on their
morning commute could
remember. It was an
anomaly in the urbanized downtown
center, just as the restaurant it guarded,
a small, faded establishment that
seemed to shrink behind taller, more
affluent buildings. In spring, summer,
and fall, the tree further shaded the
restaurant from curious eyes, a secret
treasure hidden among fancier and
shiner eateries. The leaves would start
to curl in late fall, cocoons of brown that
slowly fell away, exposing Lin’s to the
wintry breeze and anyone who dared
to brave the cold for a cup of sweet tea,
complimentary with lunch or dinner
purchase.
Alina Mansfield had been coming to
Lin’s for fourteen years. Once a month,
she migrated to the painted door, sat in
the corner booth, and ordered number
12, the Mongolian beef, with egg drop
soup and steamed rice. Today was such
as day. Coming from working late at
the library at the intersection of Walsh
and Monarch, she was dressed in a plain
black chiffon skirt, bought on sale at
Penny’s, and a white cotton blouse. With
her straight, dark hair pulled back and
her black frame glasses, she had often
been told she had the “librarian” look.
Her only concession to color was the
jade and pewter earrings, a gift from her
mother.
She sat down neatly, sweeping her
skirt, and carefully adjusting the jade
butterfly earrings that had begun to
swing with her movement. When she
had first visited Lin’s, the earrings had
been much admired by the old Chinese
woman who owned the restaurant. Alina
had been rather taken aback when Mrs.
Lin had assumed Alina’s “betrothed”
had given them to her. Jade butterflies
signified a wedding of two souls, and
no matter how many times Alina
explained to Mrs. Lin that her mother
had given her the earrings, Mrs. Lin still
assumed that although Alina’s mother
may have purchased the earrings, her
betrothed had given them to her. Two
butterflies flying together meant love.
The butterflies on her earrings, however,

LITERARY EDITION
were separated by her head. Her hands
lingered on them as Cheng, Mrs. Lin’s
son,approached.
“Ah, Miss Alina. You back for some
good Chinese, yes?” Their exchange was
always the same. She didn’t even need to
tell him her order anymore, but they still
went through the motions.
“The best in the city,” Alina
smiled a neat, tidy smile that did
nothing to disturb the sweep of
lipstick she had carefully applied
before leaving her desk at the library.
“I’ll have number 12 with the egg drop
soup and steamed rice, please.”
“Sweet tea, too, yes? Chinese nothing
without the sweet tea,” Cheng asserted,
his smile revealing slightly crooked
teeth. “Good for health and wealth.”
“A pot, please,” Alina responded.
“Wonderful. I will be right out.
Thank you.” Cheng turned away without
writing anything down.
Alina placed the menu perpendicular
to the table’s side where Cheng could
pick it up later; he always forgot her
menu, which was dutifully handed to
her, a part of the ritual, even though
the prices had only changed once in her
fourteen years, and the menu items
not at all. Cheng brought the steaming
pot of sweet tea, pouring it into a tiny,
handle-less white porcelain cup with
blue painted flowers at the rim, the
same tea cups Lin’s had used since the
restaurant’s opening. He always poured
the tea with flourish, his tanned hands
gently completing the task as if it
was a great honor to serve her. It was
satisfying to Alina somehow, to have
someone know her. She saw the same
patrons at the library, memorizing
their faces and the titles of their books,
which told her more about them than
they would have liked her to know. They
never looked at her; she was as nameless
to them as an old book, existing in front
of them, but not worth the reading.
"Your tea, Miss Alina. And I will take
your menu.” Cheng swept the laminated
paper off the table and departed with
her murmured thanks. Alina took the
sweet tea, stirring in a packet of sugar,
and waited. Soon enough, the strains
of a piano filled the restaurant, empty
at this time of night, the crowds off
at newer establishments. The Chinese
restaurant was a day restaurant, lost in
the darkness of the night with all the
city’s other enchantments. No one knew
the secret of Lin’s on a Friday night; the
delicate melody of Debussy that would
fill the air at nine o’clock in the evening
where Alina sat sipping her sweet tea
listening to Cheng’s beautiful music. He

always started with Claire de Lune. Alina
whispered Verlaine’s poem, Debussy’s
inspiration, under her breath.
She knew he did not just play for
her; he was practicing for a New York
competition, a competition he had been
telling her he would enter for fourteen
years. He had shown her the piano in the
back one time, proud of the chipped keys
and scratched wood, bought with six
months of the salary his mother doled
out and too big for his tiny flat.
She liked to think he played for
her. Every year, she felt a small twinge
of happiness that he had never gone
to New York. On Friday nights the
music belonged to her. After all, wasn’t
Debussy her favorite composer; Claire
de Lune the exquisitely beautiful melody
she would have had played at her
wedding? Cheng did not know this, and
soon enough the piano changed to Bach.
Alina used to come here in the day,
at lunch, when the prices were cheaper,
the place a little more crowded. She
hadn’t come alone back then. Once
she had sat in the faded red booth and
made wonderful conversation, about
everything. She remembered reliving
Puccini’s Madama Butterfly after a night
at the opera, holding the streaming cup
just so, the way she held it now as Bach’s
Largo in F Minor came to a close.
The tea was meant to be held so,
savored, and delicately sipped from the
flower cups. Not swallowed down like a
dollar ninety-nine coffee. Alina had seen
them walking down the street with their
extra-large mugs, gulping it down, never
making eye contact as they made talk
to distant people on their cell phones.
The people at the library had no time
to listen to her book recommendations,
even when they asked. The library
had printed out bookmarks a couple
years ago, with lists headed by “If you
like....try ” The self check-out meant
that she did not even have to make
the awkward weather conversation
so common to people that were mere
acquaintances. Sometimes the only
real words she had in a day came from
the authors whose books she shelved.
She merely blended into the shelves of
the library, carefully replacing books,
constructing her environment again.
It had not always been that way, not
for her at least, when a cup of drink
meant a half hour conversation at
least, poured over tiny porcelain cups.
Conversation had been richer then,
lingering like steam, spreading warmth
through her veins, nectar to her soul.
She talked to herself sometimes, an
echo of the conversations held long
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ago; or she made up conversations in
her head with the characters she lived
with every day. They were someone
else’s characters, of course; they did
not really belong to her at all, but she
liked to borrow them once and a while.
That’s what a library was for, wasn’t
it? She always returned them to their
proper stories, just as she returned to
hers every Monday morning and just as
Cheng returned to his after completing
the Bach.
Her food was done, the steaming
rice shaped into a mound with the beef
mixed with crisp rice noodles, onions,
and green stems that Alina had always
assumed were a sort of vegetable. Lin’s
always used genuine Chinese food;
it was one thing she liked about the
restaurant—its authenticity. It was why
she had her teas at home imported,
though the expense was a luxury. She
liked the reality of them. But she had
never found a tea quite as sweet as the
one at Lin’s.
Just as Cheng set her food down,
Alina heard the delicate twinkling of the
bell over the door and the exclamatory
welcome of Mrs. Lin, who always bid
her to “come back” every time she left
as if she would disappear into the city
one day. The bell had the gentle tone
of a piano key, yet for the first time
the sound grated on Alina. As Cheng
left, she fumbled with her napkin, the
white linen cloth absorbing the sudden
moisture on her French-manicured
hands, bare of rings.
The woman who entered had plenty
of rings, the most noticeable a beautiful
diamond on the fourth finger of her left
hand. She wore a brilliant blue dress,
heavy with delicate lavender and indigo
beads. Maybe it was because she had
been thinking about her earrings, but
Alina thought the woman looked like the
Morpho menelaus, the blue butterfly.
She wasn’t alone. A well-dressed man
accompanied her, a black suit and
crisp white shirt only highlighting her
extravagant color. He towered over
Cheng as he escorted them to their seats,
placing them at a small table near the
front window rather than a booth. Alina
knew Cheng had placed them there,
rather than on the other side of the
silk screen that divided the restaurant
in half because he wanted to be able to
check on all his customers at once. He
was a good waiter. His efficiency, seen
as courteous before, now annoyed her.
The couple settled in their chairs, the
woman sweeping her dress with her
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Sweet Tea cont. from page 10
ringed hand. Alina could imagine
the woman and her companion at a
bistro in France, a picture from one
of her novels, except for the frown
that marred the heroine’s face and
the cultured English that carefully
enunciated each word she spoke.
"Really, William, I do not
understand how you could forget to
make reservations,” the blond woman
said, her careful tone at odds with her
harsh words.
“Do I have to keep apologizing,
Elizabeth?" The man responded
irritably, his voice conveying all of his
frustration. “It’s at least quiet in here.”
“That is because no one is here,
darling.” Alina heard the disdain in the
woman’s voice. She had read once that
the most brilliant of butterflies were
the most dangerous. They were the
poison ones. The man merely sighed,
however, perhaps not realizing his
danger.
As Elizabeth surveyed the room,
Alina pretended to concentrate on her
tea, as if she could disappear into its

depths like Alice down the rabbit hole,
vanish into the steam that rose into
the air. She was keenly aware of herself,
from her black and white J.C. Penny
clothes to her plain fingers. She should
have brought a book; at least then she
would not be sitting here alone. She
reached for the tea pot, even though
her cup was still half full, and it did not
do to fill it too full as it became too hot
to hold. She began to pour, trying to
make her hands perform the elegant
dance she imagined tea pouring in
Victorian England to be. The tea pot
was empty.
Cheng came and took the couple’s
order, looking a little flustered but
nevertheless executing his tea pouring
flawlessly, giving a little bow. He wrote
their order down and did not forget to
take their menus. He did not glance
at Alina’s table, although the top of
her tea pot stood open, the signal for
refilling.
Alina picked at her food, the one
time she could remember that she
had not enjoyed the Mongolian beef.
The couple’s food arrived; they had
ordered the sweet and sour chicken.
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Of course, the woman, this Elizabeth,
would order chicken. To avoid listening
to the conversation at the table, Alina
occupied herself with thinking about all
the Elizabeths she had ever read about,
trying to find one that had an unhappy
ending. But the only Elizabeths that
came to mind were the queen or her
favorite, Elizabeth Bennet.
Her hands felt idle; her sweet tea
was gone, and Cheng had not come
to refill her pot. A chord sounded,
and at first Alina thought it was more
strangers at the door. But it was Cheng.
The piano was playing; Debussy again,
Reverie.
Alina had never left Lin’s without
tipping Cheng. But that night, she
put on her coat with the imitation fur
cuffs, left the faded red booth, and
paid Cheng’s mother. Over the note of
the door’s bell, she heard her call out
“Come back." As she walked down the
street, the tree in front of Lin’s gave
up its last cocoon leaf, which drifted
off into the city, leaving the tree bare
again.

Phoenix
by Cassey Lynne

The atmosphere tastes
charred
Currents undulate,
breathe in, out.
Smoke smolders into the
blood stream
Soot sneaks out every
porous wound
Lackluster love is the
kinder
Abandonment the igniter
and you
Are the feeder, the fuel
Fire. Fire. Fire. FIRE.
Consumption avoided,
narrowly
Degrees intensified,
singed,----Ashes edges try to stack
up, rebuild
Can they make a life
together?
Unsteady structure
created but
bated breath waits to
react.
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Age of Exploration
by Jill Ellison

Loud
by Alyssa (Poore) Joye
Inelegantly, I lay on the dry
ground and I feel
the earth engulf my skin.
The dust leaves sores
and rashes upon my arms.
I make a face of the ballerina
who forgot her shoes.
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Hollow, I stand up
the way a camel would in
the sand. I brush my face
and my fingers are bare
but I prefer them that way.
I run my hand past my
hip, the way a policeman
does when he forgets
his gun.

Tossing, I get dirty

I laugh in a fit of anger

and my white dress turns

and tears

piebald

ring out just as loud. But I quit

And I love it."

being concerned years ago

I pick apart a flower and chant

K.

to you my odds of losing.

because the ballerina will dance

1 see your face and it’s the one

barefoot, and the tailor

of the tailor who forgot

will use a knife, and without

his scissors.

arms there will still be violence
among men.
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Seconds
by Lisa VanDerMeulen
In 10 seconds...
The January frost covered the world and crawled up my windowpane like a person scrambling for life.
In 10 seconds...
The April rain filled the world with sadness, but with it comes life.
In 10 seconds...
A friend could change the world from crazy, crushed and crooked to a world full of love, and take the dull eyes of the elderly and bring them back to life.
In 10 seconds...
This could all be ruined.
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Dream
by Nicole Baniukaitis
Stealthily I’ll envelop you in a blurred transition
Enticing you to join me in a game of supposition
Where I’ll tap into your trove of thoughts and emotions
And produce for you a scene, of which you’ll have no prior
notion
Except for what you acutely feel, perhaps a fear awakened,
when something goes awry, and your gut’s clenching and
mistaken
But also in the radiance of a joy that swells near bursting,
a sadness inspiring a sea, or a buried regret’s unearthing.
A fleeting fulfillment for your confetti hopes and violet
wishes
Of a looming goal attained, or someone’s longed-for kisses.
Perhaps I’ll even offer you a glimmer of what’s ahead
Or distort your reality by serving you a sliver of instead—
A reformulation, from the past I have found,
by delivering a skein of memories unwound
or force a jolt of inspiration to catalyze the arts
residing deep within, and as confidant at heart
I can reveal to you your utmost desires
Delicately plant an idea, or cool a fire.
Wielding the position of accomplice to your mind
My powers are limitless and undefined.
So try as you may to be rid of me—it just cannot be done
You may wake, but night will fall, and I will always come
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Cruel Winter
by Brad Ter Haar
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In the center of it all
Visit law.wayne.edu to learn how a legal education
from Wayne Law can propel you to heights you never
thought possible. Contact the Admissions Office at
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Such a bitter winter storm
It’s stolen autumn’s crisp scent
The birds have left
and the bears hide in their caves
This brutal season
leaves the weak behind
You can have December
and its white blanket
For I’m still waiting
for spring’s embrace
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Agoraphobia
by Grahame Fairless
In solitude, where we are least alone
—Lord Byron
Today begins pretty much the same as
any day, I guess. I slowly awake from my
unconscious state and sigh heavily as I
feel the tingle of repressed emotions float
through my body and sting the middle of
my spine as my memories and feelings redownload themselves into the flow of my
current thoughts. Sometimes, I wish these
things would remain forgotten so that
when I sleep I could become a new person
every time without any regrets. As I force
myself to deal with these thoughts, I blink
twice to clear the fog from my vision- one
of the after effects of leaving contacts in
over night. As the haze begins to leave, I
find that I’m staring face to face with the
Wall. Unprepared for this, I jump as much
as is possible when you’re laying down.
—I told you to stop doing that man.
You know it freaks me out. You can wait til
I get up to start hovering over me. It only
takes until ten. I always get up at ten—
—Apologizes— Wall tells me in a
slow monotonous voice that I don’t
recognize. It seems reminiscent of some
slumbering giant from a Hollywood film,
but I wouldn’t know, I don’t watch movies
anymore. Though, I suspect the reason
Wall has chosen this particular voice is to
lull me into a false sense of security so he
can try and regain my trust. Not that this
will work really. I learned long ago never to
trust his writings. All the same, I figured I
could use the company so I told him that
it really wasn’t a big deal and asked him
to come down. A sly grin stretched across
his face at my request and Wall preceded
to peal himself away from the plaster. This
is in fact the easiest way to deal with Wall.
He hadn’t actually fully emerged in about
three weeks and it would take a lot of
energy. Hopefully, in the end he would be
entertaining enough to amuse me; but not
enough of himself to annoy me. Lately, he
had taken to simply popping his head out
of the drywall and coughing dust all over
the floor. I think it amused him to watch
me clean the floor after these appearances
and plus he maintained so much of his
strength he felt fine heckling me the entire
time.
Often after these times of sweeping
mountains of white chalk from the floor, I
would punish him by sitting on the other
side of the room for a few hours. His voice
can’t reach me over there and comers
are notoriously hard for him to negotiate
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without first changing into his gelatinous
form. One time, I purposely stayed in
that area of the room for a whole day just
to watch the powdery Wall shift into a
pinkish mass so he could slid across the
room like silly putty against a newspaper.
What amuses me even more immensely
is the fact that this transformation
scrambles Walls brain like eggs and it takes
him days before he can even attempt to
beat me in an argument. Also, there’s the
fact that to move into his side of the room,
Wall has to pass precariously close to
Ceiling who despises him for always trying
to trick me.
Today, though, I was in the mood for
a distraction so I didn’t try any of theses
tricks as the plaster fell away and Wall
shook himself free of his confinement.
Finally loose, Wall sat cross-legged on my
bed appearing now more youthful that
the voice he had used earlier could ever
suggest. Like I said, it was an obvious ploy,
but I was used to Wall’s tricks so it didn’t
really bother me that much.
—Mind if I smoke?— Wall asked
pulling out a plaster of paris tube and
something that looked like a lighter. Since
the contraptions didn’t even appear real.
I said —I don’t care what you do— The
Wall nodded in thanks and flicked his
lighter producing a ghost dust imitation
of a flame and inhaled sharply. At once,
the chalky tube crumbled away but Wall
seemed satisfied so I assumed that it had
worked for him. Actually in fact, Wall’s
eyes now had a strange glaze over them
so perhaps he had inhaled something a
little stronger than the Wall version of a
cigarette or perhaps this was again another
trick.
I wasn’t sure either way but I kept a
strong grip on the long knife I had started
to sleep with while he drifted into his own
reality. Despite all this paranoia, I don’t
really mind Wall all that much. He seems
to be one of the more knowledgeable
people in my life besides Ceiling. Ceiling
rarely ever talks though. I think that she
worries about me a lot but she doesn’t
really know what to say to help. It probably
has to do with her point of view. While all
of us are always looking up, she can only
look down.
The Wall continued to move through
his own altered state of consciousness
starting and stopping about ten sentences
with —Dude—or—Hey Man—or—Wait
Listen to This— until he began to sing a
the chorus of a Pixies song over and over.
“Where is my mind? Where is my mind?”
Finally frustrated, I stood up prepared
to walk way. I immediately regretted my
decision not realizing that as I rose I faced
Leroy the clock. —Fuck— I thought and I
watched the plain clock face contort into

Leroy’s own coal black skin, blood shot
eyes, teeth caked with years of plaque.
—Hey Man. My name’s Leroy. You got
any change for the times?—
—No Leroy. I don’t have any change
man. Stop asking me. We do this every
day. I don’t want to change the times.—
—Well maybe next time man. Maybe
next time man you’ll have changed and
you can give some to Leroy man.— this
last part he sighed exhaling a mouthful
of garbage. As I turned away, he started
to sing “The Times Are A-Changin’” and I
wonder how suddenly everybody seems
so musically literate. Before I accept the
fact that I’m stuck with Wall for company,
I cast a quick look in the direction of the
Window. I trust him least of all. I’ve never
talked to him but he always lets the cold
air in and besides I can see right through
him.
Still noting the weight of the knife
in my hand, I returned to my bed and
took a seat next to the apparently still
disoriented Wall. My bed with the
friendliness of a loyal dog curled its warm
blankets around my shoulders and I
wondered why I should ever want to leave
such a comforting embrace. I started to
drift back to sleep but Wall tapped my face
gently leaving a flour white imprint on my
cheek. It wasn’t hard but I made sure he
saw the knife in my hand in case he was
considering getting closer.
—Hey daydream believer—
—Yeah?— I said still fighting for a
return to the unconscious.
—Oh what can it mean?—
—I don’t know— I mumbled frustrated
at his crypticness and also at this new
found ability to seamlessly quote song
lyrics. Thinking back, I suppose I should
have turned the computer off a lot sooner
than I did, the Internet certainly taught
Wall far too much. Plus, it was getting
increasingly annoying to listen to him ask
if we could have another girl over.
This incident streamed from Wall’s
addiction to Internet pornography about
a month ago. Like I said, I should have
turned off the computer a while ago but at
the time I let him amuse himself. Finally
after much badgering, he convinced me
to order a call girl from some website
boasting complete confidentiality. Later
that night, she showed up dressed like
most hookers do, I guess. High high
heels, too much make up, showing way
too much skin. I invited her in and
showed her around the place. I was a little
embarrassed that Wall poked his head out
and was sneezing dust all over my floor.
She didn’t seem to notice though, even
mentioning that everything appeared
rather clean. I said thanks not really sure
how else to comment as I watched the
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increasing layers of plaster collect on my
floor. She seemed to notice my tension and
asked if I wanted to go out to eat first. I
told her I wasn’t hungry and besides that
I didn’t really want to leave. Since I was
anxious about this whole thing, I asked if
we could just get started since it was my
first time and I was nervous. She smiled,
her eyes showing a hint of pity and a hint
of knowing. She said she would go slow
and then murmured some strange things
in my left ear. Later I learned that these
were supposed to turn me on but at the
time, they really just puzzled me.
Taking everything into account, I
was really kind of bored until she kissed
my mouth hard. The initial shock of
this forced me to pull back, her breath
still clinging to my teeth. I could taste
smoke curling up from her lungs. I’ve only
smoked one cigarette in my life- back in
high school- a Marlboro. This had a more
acrid taste and since I knew only one other
brand I assumed she smoked Camels.
Regardless, stale Camels is not at all what
I expected a woman to taste like. I had
imagined a sour sweetness cramping the
back of my cheeks like when you bite into
a ripe strawberry. Instead, I was treated
to this bitter tongue with just a hint of
peppermint gum that she probably chewed
on the way over here. Feeling my retreat,
she told me to relax and began to take her
clothes off.
—That’s where they cut the baby out.
Don’t worry though. I’m still tight— she
said as my eyes traced the lines of her
body and noticed her long scar. She had
pulled me close again trying to convince
me that it would be good. Not wanting to
disappoint her, I moved over her hoping
that maybe at least this would be what I
imagined. I mean in the videos Wall liked
everything was so simple- in and out
repeat. I had never seen anything though
where the woman felt the need to talk like
she did. As I was trying to concentrate and
do things right, she would tell me about
her daughters and how one of them was
an honors student at her middle school
and how she wanted her to go to college.
I don’t even think she enjoyed any of it
although she moaned and made a face for
my benefit at the end.
When I finished, she told me that I
still had an hour left and than we could
cuddle or talk or something. She said she
was really good at role-playing and that
she could pretend to be my wife or my
girlfriend or even my mother if that’s what
I wanted. I told that she should probably
just go and I gave her the money I owed
her with an extra twenty for the dinner
she wanted. As soon as she left, Wall half
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Agoraphobia cont. from page 14
emerged to ask how it awesome it had
been. I told him that the Internet lied
like everything else and turned off the
computer. I went to bed after that sleeping
for the first time with my knife no longer
trusting anybody in this room. Ceiling
tried to comfort me by telling me that
from what she saw I wasn’t that bad and
that maybe sex was better if you were in
love.
—Either love doesn’t exist or sex
is love but it doesn’t matter— I said
despondently.
—Hey you can still hope— Ceiling tried
to suggest.
—Hope is the worst sin— I sighed
and curled up shutting the world out for a
while.
Anyway even with this experience and
my repeated statement about how much
I hated sex, Wall would still bring it up
occasionally in between strains of “I’m
so happy cause today I found my friends
they’re in my head.” I paused not sure
which one of us was singing this time and
not sure if Wall even liked Nirvana.
—Come on man, just order a girl,
man. It will be good this time. You’ll see. I
watched some videos man. I can give you
all kinds of tips.—
—Not gonna happen, besides you
know I’ve really been thinking about
leaving this place it’s kinda small. I could
use a change.— Glancing up, I thought I
saw Ceiling slowly appear to watch this
conversation transpire.
—Leave? Are you serious? You haven’t
talked to Door in three years, man. You
know now, he expects an answer to a
riddle if you want to get out. How can you
even begin to think like Door if you won t

even talk to him, man. This plan is just
ridiculous. Besides the fridge just refilled
itself, we have all kinds of food and beer,
man. Just sit down and have a beer. I
mean, you should really think about what
you’re doing. I mean who knows what
happens if you answer Door’s question
wrong. This is heavy shit man. After three
years, Door’s had a long time to think of
a way to stump you and I wouldn’t want
to mess around with the consequences of
that shit, man.—
—Yeah, I’ve thought about it. What
have I got to lose though? My entire life
right now is sitting around talking to
you while you smoke your wall joints and
quote songs. I’m pretty sure that anything
that could happen to me can’t be worse
than that. I mean I’ve been sleeping with
this knife for three weeks and getting
drunk off the beer in the fridge. Which
how does it get filled? Do you know? Every
week, there’s food and beer in the fridge
and I have no idea how it gets there. I
haven’t left this room in years. It can’t be
that bad out there right?—
—Hey man, relax. Who cares how the
fridge gets filled? We have all we need to
eat and there’s beer. Why don’t you just
have a beer man? It will help.—
—No. Shut up wall. I’m being serious
right now. I have to think straight. I mean
I don’t even remember why I stopped
leaving or why it seemed so bad out
there.—
—Dude, one beer man. One beer will
make you think straight. Alright. Ok. So
you want to leave. That’s fine. I’m just
saying that you shouldn’t be so hasty
about things like this. Maybe if you relax,
you’ll realize that one beer isn’t going to
hurt and that you can leave whenever you
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want so there’s no point in worrying about
these things now.—
—Well if I can leave at any time,
then I might as well just talk to Door now
and just see if I can guess the answer to
his riddle.— I said rising from the bed. I
turned around to see if Wall was going to
try and stop me; but he must have already
retreated into his dusty confines. I walked
towards the Door at the end of a short but
seemingly long hall. Reaching the end, I
tapped three times with my knife near the
middle of his face. I hadn’t seen Door in a
long time so I didn’t know what to expect
as I awakened him from his slumber. As
Door emerged, I was surprised at the
changes that had gone through him. The
former deep brown wood grains had been
sanded away and appeared like chiseled
stone now. His face much the same but
as he pushed through the barrier I could
see that his body had become like that of
a lion with wings. Seeing all this brought
a memory to the tip of my tongue but
I couldn’t quite place why everything
seemed so familiar.
—Hello— Door rumbled speaking now
in ancient tongues. His voice monolithic
like some pagan god trying to intimidate
me. —To pass, you must first answer a
riddle—
—Wall already told me. What’s the
question? I want to know what you’ve
been thinking about for three years.— I
said exasperated at the need for theatrics
when all I really wanted was to see if I
could get out.
—The question is something that I
have pondered for many ages—Door
droned on apparently convinced that this
entire act was clever or necessary or both.
—Am I an Entrance or an Exit?—
—Wait? That’s it? That’s the question
you spent three years coming up with
to keep me from leaving? That’s the
dumbest thing I’ve ever heard.— I
paused for a moment just to make sure
that the question didn’t include any
unforeseen traps but no Door hadn’t
even worded anything particularly
confusing. —Both— I said after a
moment. —You’re an exit right now as I
leave but as soon as I pass thorough you,
you become an entrance to something
else— Door grinned as he returned to
the familiar object I had known for a
long time: a hard oak door with grain
running down his sides.
—You see— he said, the ghost of a
smile still etched in his frame —Leaving
was always as easy as the answer to that
riddle. There was nothing complicated
about it and no tricks. You just have to
open the door and walk out.—
—But if it’s so easy, why didn’t
someone tell me this three years ago.
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Why didn’t Ceiling tell me...—
—Can’t you hear yourself, “why didn’t
Ceiling tell me?” How could we explain
something that simple to someone who
has been listening to their wall for three
years?— Door made this final statement
as even the apparition of his face faded
and I was left staring at a plain wood door.
The kind of door that you see anywhere.
You probably even have one in your home.
And staring at this incredibly plain door
with it’s incredibly plain handle, I did the
easiest thing imaginable—I walked out.

Love Me
|

by Cassey Lynne
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I tire to wake
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And dream of sleep
Juggle f°r survival
Focus to escape
I’m taxed to relax
And calm for stress
rI m any irony,
before a metaphor.
Question every
Exclamation! Point!
I think to feel
and fly off at the handle.
A mystery with a
simple solution.
Anecdote before pollution

I|

I dare you to try me.
| I defy you to like me.

i
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Framed in Window Pane
by Lisa VanDerMeulen
This little village, my humble abode—
Insipid apartments built side by side.
In center islands where grass is not mowed,
Students play—oh, catch the Frisbee, he tried.
In breeze green wings dance on blue floors aloft

|

*

Fighting confinement of petite, brown twigs.
Azure sugar skies with pale clouds so soft;
Flowers colored flush burst forth from new sprigs.
But in the west, ominous clouds draw near.
With pattering rain, students run inside
Remaining ‘til the time the skies are clear,
Upset that their pleasure has been denied.
And when bleak clouds make way for the sun
I will laugh at the guy who trips when he runs.

L
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My Belligerent Heart
by Michael Eldred
Breathing, Crying,
Screaming, Dying.
Everything I do I can’t escape,
The burned in cut branded by fate.
On my bruised and fragile skin it lies.
A depressed mark in disguise.
Torturing my soul through everlasting time,
A blockage of heart and mind.
This mark, this curse, of a loveless kind,
For I can love, but I’m still confined,
To a world where love is given but not returned.
So watch my beating heart, my dear,
As it is purposely burned.
Burned with the hopes and dreams I was fed.
And cut with the razor lying in my own bed.
She cuts deep into my soul,
But this undying love she can’t ignore.
For though she cuts, she still adores,
The possible love waiting through this door.
But indeed her heart is not like mine,
Not hurt, not branded, nor confined.
For her heart stays straight and true,
That was until I broke it in two.
Bleeding and crying she screams for me,
But to her I say, “my love is not free.”
For to be loved, one must love the same.
///////////////////////////////////////////^^^^

But no love is found, and I’m to blame.

Crayola Crash
by Mary Pritchard
Sunken into blue
you’ll always be my red,
my blood-shot red
veins skimming up
the egg-shell whites of my
green green eyes that can’t
help but pierce your black-coffee soul
(you tortured artist, you).
you’ve figured me out as much
as any see-through visionary can
possibly hope with your calming lilac
curtains and your yellow checkered table cloth
that are all set out to convince me you’re stable,
able to survive one sure-footed step at a time
as you walk along the white dotted line
to the red-marked paper with the black and white letters
that spell out in simple English (check yes or no)
the bitter truth.
But you don’t see through your rose-colored glasses
that it’s never black or white or green or red or lilac or yellow
it’s a thousand, hundred, million shades of grey, grey, grey,
and your words can never wrap around that sense of
utter, color-less, uncertainty.

Morning bird
by Alex Guzman
I awake in flight; I have been set free from my cage made of gravity
and common sense. I am loving the smell of night slowly dripping
from my wings as I cut through the darkness leaving a shallow wake
behind me. I am blue like the sky, the color of my lovers eyes, I am
yellow like the sun rising fast behind be, and I am red like the young
dawn that fills this world with passion. I am lifted by the currents
of warm air from the millions of dreams from sleeping bodies below
me. Soon the will wake and join me on this journey. Because I am a
dream, powerful and undefeatable I fly where no man can change me
or crush me. I am the dream of all that is right in the world. Behind
me the sun opens itself and spreads to the minds of the sleeping.
Wake up wake up, it’s time to start the dreaming!
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November Leaf
by Kyle Dara
Plucked from that spot on the tree
Your summertime umbilical thus severed to be
The o-gentle demon floating you along
For this is how it has always happened, it is not wrong
Why? Why must this happen to me?
Can’t you see!
I was content. I was happy with that spot on the tree
Silently drifting and gliding towards the ground
Your colors of death, now appearing quite sound
Thwarted, ended, and sacked by that last gust
It is now in the wind, with your life you entrust
So down you go, to the top of the mound
The last to fall from any tree around
However, dismal it may seem
You put up a fight,
A fight that could make any leaf dream
And lo and behold, here you have me sit
Writing your epic, jotting down this little bit
So elapse into dust, you shall do so with ease
Be gone! Be gone!
Until next year, to my aesthetic pleasure you will please
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note: Lanthorn Staff are not eligible to win prizes

Urbanism
by Andrea Coif- Layout Staff

Tree Nymph
by Luke Hotwagner - Photo Editor
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by Brian B. Sevald - Assistant Photo Editor
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Drifting through dreams like silvery wisps of wind,
The man in the hooded cloak tells me that I have sinned,
Running away from the man who wants to kill me,
After I fall into the darkness of the pit I cannot see,
Dreams are strange things, what do they mean?
Is there anyone who can tell me the meaning of what I have seen?
Dying in flames, saving the cat or crashing my car,
In my dreams I am always the villain or the star,
In a shopping cart watching the forest burn,
Or waiting in the pinata line for my turn,
Killing my best friend or cutting myself with a knife,
Do these strange visions have anything to do with my life?
Walking around all day naked or only in my underwear,
And I don’t even notice if people stop to stare,
I wish I knew what all this meant

20
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Beijing ‘08
by Mariana Saucedo - Layout Editor
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Blue Eyes
by Lauren Fitch - Managing Editor
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Once ...
those Beautiful Blue eyes had a hold on me.
I yearned to be in their spotlight
and you made my wish come true.
Inch by inch I fell deeper and deeper
into those Beautiful Blue eyes.

’ V^VVt

Then ...

• Our Max Checking account
pays 4% APY* with FREE ATMs.

those Beautiful Blue eyes invited me to follow
them,
and willing I went.
In the darkness of your bed I could not see
those Beautiful Blue eyes, but still I trusted
they were there.
In the disillusioning light of mornings after,
I searched those Beautiful Blue eyes
but could not read their cryptic message.
Now...

LMCU’s in-branch
coffee shop.
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NCUA
•APY - Annual Percentage Yield Rate and terms tubject to
change. Some restrictions apply Fees could >oduc« earning

coffee shop

those Beautiful Blue eyes are closed to me.
They’re afraid of the hold on me they once had.
Even when you are near, they turn away,
unwilling to invite me to their depths again.
So I leave those eyes behind
because their beauty has vanished and all that’s left
is Blue.

